APPAREL
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K
C

EXTREME PRO

Tested by professionals on
and off road, designed for
those who live in the saddle.

B

L

A

BLACK IS THE DISTINCTIVE KINETIC
CONCEPT’S COLOURS
AS WELL AS THE LABELS
CHARACTERIZING THE KINETIC
CONCEPT PRODUCTS.

FAST

ACTIVE
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NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21

It is a garment designed for
cyclists who want to wear
technical but practical fabrics.

It is an extremely versatile
garment thanks to its wide
range of use. Essential: every
detail of Active has been
designed by Northwave Lab
to offer the priceless feeling
of freedom desired by every
cyclist.

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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PADS FEATURES

TWO-LAYER
CONSTRUCTION

FAST-DRYING MICROFIBRE

120 kg/m3

60 kg/m3
OPEN CELLS

EXPLORER
It’s called Explorer, and just like a true explorer it adapts
to all weather conditions. Milled and coupled to a soft
microfibre, it provides support and comfort in the saddle.
The holes in the mesh material favour transpiration in the
most extreme conditions and have record drying times. Its
particular structure with open cells of 3 different densities
guarantees excellent support over long distances (60 kg
/ m3 for better comfort and 120 kg / m3 density with high
absorption of vibrations and shocks).

FREE
DOM

WMN

Freedom Wmn is milled and
sewn with soft, fast-drying
microfibre, providing saddle
support and extreme comfort.
The characteristic 2-layer
construction guarantees
excellent support over long
distances.

TWO-LAYER
CONSTRUCTION
GEL INSERTS

FREE
DOM

ADVENTURE

FAST-DRYING
MICROFIBRE

MAN
Freedom, the new milled and
sewn pad, is made of soft, fastdrying microfibre with a sanitised
bacteriostatic treatment.
The characteristic two-layer
construction guarantees support
and comfort in the saddle.
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TWO-LAYER
CONSTRUCTION

GEL
Adventure Gel is Northwave Lab’s answer to
the many cyclists who seek comfort above all
and need significant support in the groin area,
especially after many hours in the saddle.
Adventure Gel is the pad with gel inserts in
soft microfibre with a sanitised bacteriostatic
treatment and two-layer construction (first
layer: 65/3.5mm + 3mm hole + Lycra jersey;
second layer: 100/10mm)

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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KINETIC CONCEPT

$104.99

$119.99

FAST 89211020
JERSEY
breathability

$164.99

$209,99
EXTREME 89211010
PRO
support
BIBSHORT

$134.99

FAST 89211011
BIBSHORT
support

ACTIVE 89211012
BIBSHORT
support

distance

distance

distance

compression

compression

compression

$149.99

ACTIVE 89211013
BIBSHORT GEL

ACTIVE 89211014
BIBKNICKER
support

lightness

lightness

lightness

distance

compression

compression

compression

EXTREME C89202321
GLOVES
grip

dampening

dampening

lightness

breathability

breathability

$37.50

$40.50

FAST C89202322
GLOVES
grip

ACTIVE 89211018
WMN
support
SHORT

FAST C89202323
GRIP
grip
GLOVES

dampening

ACTIVE C89202324
GLOVES
grip

breathability

dampening

breathability

breathability

$57.00

ACTIVE C89202326
WMN
grip
GLOVES

distance

distance

distance

dampening

compression

compression

compression

breathability

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21

EXTREME C89202320
PRO
grip
GLOVES

elasticity

$37.50

$134.99

ACTIVE 89211019
WMN
support
BIBSHORT

$54.00

$64.50

ACTIVE 89211023
WMN
breathability
JERSEY

$119.99
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elasticity

support

distance

FAST 89211017
WMN
support
BIBSHORT

breathability

ACTIVE 89211015
SHORT

distance

164.99

FAST 89211022
WMN
breathability
JERSEY

elasticity

$42.00
support

ACTIVE 89211021
JERSEY

elasticity

$97.49

$119.99

$149.99

$115.49

$49.50

SPIDER C89202328
GLOVES
grip

TOUCH
SCREEN

dampening

AIR LF C89202331
GLOVES
grip

TOUCH
SCREEN

breathability

breathability
NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21
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EXTREME PRO 89211010
BIBSHORT size
pad 

FEATURES:
Panel construction with variable compression
S-3XL

EXPLORER

Fit: Pro fit / Tight
Elastic straps in perforated microfibre
Explorer pad with open cells in 3 different densities
Fabric back with 3D Freshfeel structure
End leg raw-cut panel with non-slip silicone application
Reflective applications

$209.99

10 BLACK

I’M A PRO
Tested by professionals on and off road, designed for those who live in the saddle.
Extreme Pro is the new bibshort designed by Northwave Lab. Its tailored cut is the
secret behind the exceptional fit that Extreme Pro has on all those wearing it.
Experienced cyclists will love this bib simply because it offers everything a rider
wants: versatility and support.
The pad. It’s called Explorer, and just like a true explorer it adapts to all weather
conditions. Milled and coupled to a soft microfibre, it provides support and
comfort in the saddle. The holes in the mesh material favour perspiration in the
most extreme conditions and have record drying times. Its particular structure
with open cells of 3 different densities guarantees excellent support over long
distances (60 kg / m3 for better comfort and 120 kg / m3 density with high
absorption of vibrations and shocks).
Materials. The microfibre straps are lightened by breathable perforations, the
lumbar panel and rear area are made of Freshfeel mesh, a material with a 3D
structure that is elasticised and extremely breathable. The bib has a wide layer
on the thighs in Revolutional™ Energy technical fabric. Its modelling power
ensures excellent muscle compression and helps reduce the production of lactic
acid, avoiding the consequent muscle soreness. Power Check® fabric has been
chosen for the groin area. Its characteristic structure with an orthogonal design
confers greater resistance to abrasions and pilling; the extraordinary elasticity
combined with its breathability, capable of drying in record time, make Extreme
Pro the ideal bibshort for all cyclists looking for maximum performance and
technicality, from the first moments of each ride to the very last seconds.
72
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FAST 89211011
BIBSHORT size
pad 

FEATURES:
Panel construction with variable compression
S-3XL

EXPLORER

Fit: Pro fit / Tight
Elastic straps in perforated microfibre and perforated bib for excellent moisture
management.
Explorer pad with open cells in 3 different densities
End leg raw-cut panel with non-slip silicone application
Mesh pocket on the back for extra space
Reflective applications and logos
Force® fabric, Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and eco-sustainable

$164.99

10 BLACK

ACTIVE 89211012
BIBSHORT size
pad 

FEATURES:
Panel construction
S-3XL

FREEDOM

Fit: regular
Straps and back in perforated fabric mesh
Freedom pad
End leg with non-slip silicone elastic
Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety
Zaffiro® fabric: Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and eco-sustainable

$134.99

10 BLACK
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ACTIVE 89211013
BIBSHORT GEL size
pad 

FEATURES:
Panel construction
S-3XL

Fit: regular

ADVENTURE GEL

Straps and back in perforated fabric

FAST WMN 89211017
BIBSHORT size
XS-2XL
pad 

FREEDOM WMN

Adventure Gel pad

FEATURES:
Panel construction with variable compression
Fit: Pro fit / Tight
Elastic straps in perforated microfibre and perforated bib for excellent moisture
management.
Freedom Wmn pad with open cells in 3 different densities

End leg with non-slip silicone elastic

End leg raw-cut panel with non-slip silicone application

Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety

Mesh pocket on the back for extra space

Structure in Yorkshire and Zaffiro® fabric (Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and
eco-sustainable)

Reflective applications and logos
Force® fabric, Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and eco-sustainable

$149.99

10 BLACK

10 BLACK

ACTIVE 89211014
BIBKNICKER size
pad 

164.99

FEATURES:
Panel construction
S-3XL

FREEDOM

Fit: regular
Straps and back in perforated mesh

ACTIVE WMN 89211019
BIBSHORT size
XS-2XL
pad 

FREEDOM WMN

Fit: regular
Straps and back in perforated fabric mesh
Freedom wmn pad

Non-slip silicone internal elastic under the knee

End leg with non-slip silicone elastic

Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety

Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety

Structure in Yorkshire and Zaffiro® fabric (Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and
eco-sustainable)

Zaffiro® fabric: Bluesign® certified eco-friendly and eco-sustainable

10 BLACK

$134.99

10 BLACK

ACTIVE 89211015
SHORT size

FEATURES:
Panel construction
S-3XL

FREEDOM

Fit: regular
Freedom pad

ACTIVE WMN 89211018
SHORT size
XS-2XL
pad 

10 BLACK

NORTHWAVE SPRING / SUMMER 21

FREEDOM WMN

FEATURES:
Panel construction
Fit: regular
Freedom wmn pad

End leg with non-slip silicone elastic

End leg with non-slip silicone elastic

Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety

Reflective logo for greater visibility and safety

Structure in Yorkshire and multi-layer Zaffiro® fabric (Bluesign® certified ecofriendly and eco-sustainable)

Structure in Yorkshire and multi-layer Zaffiro® fabric (Bluesign® certified ecofriendly and eco-sustainable)

$119.99
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Panel construction

Freedom pad

$149.99

pad 

FEATURES:

$119.99
10 BLACK
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FAST 89211020
JERSEY size

FEATURES:
Anatomical construction with differentiated materials
S-3XL

Sleeve bottom in elastic microfibre fabric with micro-silicone
Knitted bottom with 4.5 cm microfiber elastic
Full opening YKK zip with cursor lock
3 handy rear pockets with reflective detail
Reflective NW logo on the chest
Recycled PET fabric

$119.99

10 BLACK

ACTIVE 89211021
JERSEY size

FEATURES:
Breathable fabric
S-3XL

Silicon elastic waistband
Full opening YKK zip with cursor lock
3 handy rear pockets
Reflective NW logo on the chest

$104.99

10 BLACK
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FAST WMN 89211022
JERSEY size
XS-2XL

FEATURES:
Anatomical construction with differentiated materials
Sleeve bottom in elastic microfibre fabric with micro-silicone

EXTREME PRO C89202320
SHORT FINGERS size
S-XXL

Knitted bottom with 4.5 cm microfiber elastic

FEATURES:
Clarino® Micorfiber soft and durable palm material
Microinjected thermowelded palm application seams free
The back is made of Revolutional® material combined with microphored fabric
to guarantee breathability

Full opening YKK zip with cursor lock
3 handy rear pockets with reflective detail

Ergonomic 3D cuff material allows freedom of movement

Reflective NW logo on the chest

Microfiber sweat wipe

Recycled PET fabric

Pads with Poron XRD® for extra shock absorbing protection

TECH:

$115.49

$64.50

10 BLACK

10 BLACK

ACTIVE WMN 89211023
JERSEY size
XS-2XL

FEATURES:
Breathable fabric
Silicon elastic waistband

EXTREME C89202321
SHORT FINGERS size
S-XXL

Full opening YKK zip with cursor lock

FEATURES:
Palm in AX suede Deuce with microinjection
Logo NW with film application on the back and with 3D on the side puller
Ergonomic 3D cuff material allows freedom of movement

3 handy rear pockets

Microfiber sweat wipe

Reflective NW logo on the chest

Pads with GEL and memory foam

$97.49

TECH:

$54.00

10 BLACK
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15 BLACK / RED

10 BLACK
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FAST C89202322
SHORT FINGERS size
S-XXL

FEATURES:

ACTIVE W C89202326
SHORT FINGERS size
XS-XL

Palm in AX suede Deuce with stiched GEL pads
Additional silicon grip printing
Cuff with microinjected velcro closure

FEATURES:
Palm in AX Suede durable material
Back with sublimated mesh
Microfiber sweat wiper

Microfiber sweat wiper

Velcro closure

Pad with GEL

Thick Foam padding
TECH:

$37.50

$42.00
10 BLACK

FAST GRIP C89202323
SHORT FINGERS size
S-XXL

41 YELLOW FLUO / BLACK

FEATURES:

10 BLACK

SPIDER C89202328
FULL FINGERS size
S-XXL

Palm in AX suede Deuce with silicon grip printing
Cuff with velcro closure
Microfiber sweat wiper

01 BLACK / LIGHT BLUE

FEATURES:
Palm in AX Suede deuce with microinjection
Thermowelded application on the palm
3D Logo on the puller for better grip
Ergonomic cuff

$57.00

Microfiber sweat wiper

$40.50

Touch screen on thumb
Reinforce thumb improve abrasion resistance
Pads with GEL and memory foam

TECH:
TOUCH
SCREEN

10 BLACK

ACTIVE C89202324
SHORT FINGERS size
S-XXL

10 BLACK

FEATURES:

AIR LF C89202331
FULL FINGERS size
S-XXL

Palm in AX SUEDE durable material
Back with sublimated mesh

FEATURES:
Palm in AX Suede durable material
Back with open breathable sublimated mesh

Microfiber sweat wiper

Palm with super silicon grip printing for excellent bike control

Velcro closure

Touch screen on thumb and index

Thick Foam padding

$37.50

$49.50
TOUCH
SCREEN

10 BLACK
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95 CAMO / BLACK

07 BACK / GREY

10 BLACK
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